Fall 2012 entering freshmen accepted into the Engineering GPPA program are guaranteed admission into the Direct-PhD programs of the UIC College of Engineering upon meeting the following criteria:

- You must pursue your undergraduate studies in the UIC College of Engineering, receive a B.S. degree from the college, and achieve a minimum grade point average of 3.25 (A=4.00) in the final 60 semester hours of your UIC undergraduate study, at a time not exceeding the Fall Semester 2016.

- In the final year of your BS degree program, you must take the GRE. The GRE scores will be used only for tracking the performance of GPPA students.

- As a GPPA student, you may change engineering programs as an undergraduate. The graduate program admission is guaranteed into a related Direct-PhD program in engineering. A student with BS engineering degree who is admitted into a Direct-PhD program in engineering will not be eligible to receive MS degree in engineering.

Program Contact:
Muench, James, 3-7623, 101 SEO, jmuench@uic.edu,
UIC College of Engineering (SEO 823, M/C 159)